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Abstract. A significant problem of the dominant web search model is
the lack of a realistic way to acquire user search context. Search engines use implicit feedback, which is extremely sparse and does not allow
users to properly define what they want to know, or what they think
of search results. In our proposed “web exploration engine” documents
have been automatically pre-classified into a large number of categories
representing a hierarchy of search contexts. Users can browse this structure or search within a particular category (context). Search is truly
“local” as keyword relevance is not global but specific to the category.
The main innovation we propose is the “floating” query resulting from
this feature: the original search query is re-evaluated and the importance
of its features re-calculated for every search context the user explores.
Additionally, users can provide explicit feedback, which automatically
modifies the search query.
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Introduction and Motivation

Scientific research on web information retrieval systems is concentrated primarily
on search engines, which are also the dominant information-finding model on the
web. However, many unresolved issues have arisen from their dominance.
Search engines by design satisfy the information locating need only (the user
knows something exists and needs to find out where it is). They do not address
the complementary information discovery need (the user does not know something and needs to find out that it exists). This is served by web directories,
which are now in decline (mainly due to not implementing machine learning).
Search engines limit the number of results shown to users. With a finite number of keyword combinations related to every document, it is very probable that
(given a consistent ranking algorithm) a significant number of documents will always rank below the “decision boundary” and be unreachable through keyword
search [1]: they become practically non-existent for users relying on keyword
search. A different ranking algorithm might put them before that threshold, but
users are not allowed to influence the algorithm or select a different one.
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Search engines are built around some basic assumptions: that every search
is separate and independent; every search is generated by a short-term interest;
every user means the same with the same word; users require fast answers; users
cannot (or will not) explicitly supply context for their queries; advanced features
should be sacrificed to simplify search interfaces. These assumptions have been
questioned, but still remain built into the most popular search engines.
Subsequently, modern search is stateless - every search is treated as unrelated
to previous searches of the same user; users cannot develop a research topic over
time, customise results, save their search and resume later; search context and
user “background knowledge”, as well as synonymy and polysemy [2] are ignored;
to optimise for speed, most search results are pre-computed and identical for all
users and contexts (providing a fast and low quality service with no option of
slower but better service); queries are limited to a (short and flat) list of words:
users lack an expressive way to define what they search for; they cannot control
ranking settings (adjust weights of ranking factors) or even know what they are.
Furthermore, some exploitable features of popular search engine algorithms
have had a large negative impact on the web as a whole. A whole “search engine
optimisation” industry arose out of these features, employing practices such as
“link farming” (creating sites for the express purpose of filling them with links to
other sites in order to increase their “popularity”), “keyword stacking” (publishing automatically generated text filled with desired keywords to increase “keyword density”), “keyword bombing” (linking to sites with specific keywords in
the link to improve their ranking for those words), the creation of “fast food content” (low-quality texts aimed exclusively at gaining high search engine ranking
so as to place advertising on them) etc. They lead to a significant and growing
proportion of web content being “digital garbage” aimed at search engines and
not humans, making the information-finding task ever more difficult for users.
Users themselves are not taken into account by these ranking algorithms and
are not allowed to weed out such content or filter it out in their searches.
Web directories, if they manage to overcome some problems leading to their
recent decline, could provide a viable alternative addressing some of these issues.
For example, a large enough browsable hierarchy of topically ordered documents
could allow users to reach any document with a finite number of navigational
clicks, whatever its ranking is; while browsing, users would see branches they
never knew existed (thus would never search for) and would be able to discover
new information; local search within a category would limit the scope of their
search, providing some search context: however limited, it is still an improvement
over the complete lack of context of the standard search engine model.
However, web directories face even more serious problems than search engines. Some are inherent, like the difficulty users have of navigating a large
tree-like structure (the Open Directory has over 700,000 categories), where they
have to take a decision at every level: which branch down to follow? This is not
as trivial as it seems, since it requires users to a) know exactly what they want,
and b) classify it the same way as the directory maintainers do (e.g., somebody
looking for dolphins under “Fish” will never find them).
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Another problem is the difficulty of using machine learning for building a web
directory. While it is essentially a text classification problem, there are some webspecific issues making the use of popular text classification algorithms impractical. The biggest of them is that the web grows and changes constantly [3]. Human
perception of resources also changes, so a resource may be initially classified into
a category and then re-classified to another; for example, “Hilton” was related
to “Business” but is now “Celebrity Gossip”. A “batch” text classifier would
need to be retrained from scratch to reflect such changes, which is not a feasible
task if it has to be done often on a real-world web scale. “Streaming data” algorithms can deal with online addition of data, but not with removal/modification
of instances already processed, or their re-classification.
A further problem is that statistical text classification algorithms are based
on some assumptions: feature independence, relatively small variance in basic
document statistics like word count per document etc.; these assumptions are
usually broken in real-world texts, but classifiers manage to overcome this by applying different normalisations. It turns out though that documents from different categories break these assumptions differently and some vital statistics vary
greatly between classes (our experiments found that documents in the “Business”
category of our sample of downloaded Open Directory sites had an average of
96.54 unique terms each while “News” had 235.05 [4]). As a result, a classification
method that works in one category (“Sports” sites) does not work for another
(“Business” sites) [5]. Every separate issue can be overcome by some heuristic,
normalisation or parameter setting, but the variance of issues between categories
means that different solutions have to be found for almost every category. This
task is comparable in complexity to the manual classification of all instances and
is probably why machine learning has never been applied to a major directory.
The fact that machine learning is not in use is the most serious problem of modern web directories and is the main reason why they are in decline: they cannot
afford to have as much information as search engines do, due to the high cost of
the manual labour associated with its acquisition.
Apparently, an alternative hybrid model is needed to combine some features
of search engines with some features of web directories so as to use the advantages
of one model to overcome inherent problems of the other. For example, the
application of an automated data collection mechanism (a web spider) as opposed
to the current model of manual addition of entries will be highly beneficial to web
directories, while the ability of users to browse topically ordered information will
provide the “information discovery” lacking in a search engine and the ability to
narrow down search to a particular category will provide some search context.
Both models also lack support of long-term research: users can issue relatively
simple queries but cannot develop them into complex and detailed searches over
a period of time, nor add their own information to search results.
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2

Web Exploration Engine

We propose a system which is a cross between a web directory and a search
engine: it collects and indexes documents using a search engine-like web spider,
but then classifies them into a hierarchically ordered set of categories. These
act as pre-made contexts and allow users to limit their search (when performing keyword search), but are also browsable allowing users to find information
without having to supply keywords which is difficult in cases where users cannot
specifically define what they are looking for (i.e. half of search cases [6]).
Search within a category is truly local, as keyword relevance is not global
but specific to the category: term weights are adjusted depending on the local
importance of a word within the context of the category. The (optional) initial
user query is transformed into a weighted term vector, with the term weights recalculated for every search context the user explores. Additionally, users are able
to influence result ranking by providing explicit relevance feedback which is then
integrated into the research query. We have named it the “research query” as
opposed to “search query” to stress the fact that it is not a flat keyword list, but
a complex user-adjustable vector where term weights can even be negative (if the
user indicated negative preference towards some resource); the user builds this
query over a period of time, and can then save it and re-use it later, allowing longterm research over a topic. The initial query is optional since the user can start
by just browsing (having and empty query) and supplying relevance feedback
(“this site seems like what I want”, “this site is something I do not want”), which
then creates a query from the feedback instead of just adding to the initial one.
This “Web Exploration Engine”, as we have named it, enables users to:
– browse a directory structure (providing information discovery);
– search by keywords (providing information locating);
– limit the search within a branch of the directory tree, enabling a focus on a
narrower (predefined) context;
– create and/or expand a query by supplying relevance feedback, providing
explicitly specified user context;
– expand the query in a “session” manner, with small increments leading to a
detailed, in-depth query;
– save a query for later re-use and expansion, enabling long-term research.
To build this structure, we use a statistical classifier trained on humanlabelled examples. Its hierarchy can be arbitrarily deep, with relatively few documents per leaf node, so that every document is reachable by simple browsing. If
we suppose an average of 100 documents per leaf node and 10 branches per node,
users would be able to browse 100 billion documents by ten clicks on average.
2.1

Building the Directory

In traditional web directories entries have to be first submitted by a human and
then vetted by another human. This results in web directories having several
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orders of magnitude less data than search engines, and in whole types of web
documents completely missing from them. For example, web directory editors
accept and publish a reference to the home page of an online newspaper, but
not to its individual articles. They also avoid documents which would tend to
disappear or change too often, since maintaining the integrity of already published information is another significant problem related to the limitations of the
manual maintenance model, which suffers heavily from “web decay” [7].
For our system, which has a developed proof-of-concept prototype [8], we
used a web spider to obtain data. The spider is semi-automated: it does not
follow all links automatically but is guided by a human editor (URLs have to
be approved before being downloaded). This assures a certain level of quality,
e.g. - the editor may decide to not index forum postings or other user-generated
content, and allows a certain focus by topic if we want to build a “vertical” (topicspecific) directory: the editor can approve only links outgoing from relevant sites.
Processing the download queue is assisted by the use of auto-approval by URL
pattern (“if the URL starts with http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/ - download it and
do not wait for manual approval”), where patterns have been manually added.
We train a hierarchical structure of Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayesian classifiers [4]
on labelled URLs which have been classified by human editors into a tree of categories. Editors are assisted by heuristic pattern-based classification: they can add
classification rules such as “if the URL starts with http://www.transdat.com.au/
- add it to the Business / Construction / Equipment category”; “if it then
contains machine*.html - add it to the Machines subcategory”, “if it contains
part*.html - add it to Parts” etc. (where * represents a wildcard). Documents
downloaded by the spider which are not classified manually or by pattern are
added to categories based on the classifier’s decision; this increases category
content by several orders of magnitude.
We can also make human labour more efficient by using the classifier scores:
editors can manually assess and classify only “borderline” cases where the classifier score was low, and not waste time on clear-cut cases where the algorithm
is sure of its decision. Conversely, cases with too high classifier confidence can
also be examined, to prevent “search engine optimised” documents (which can
be considered a form of spam or “digital garbage”) from taking advantage of
some feature of the algorithm. Additionally, the editors’ attention can be focused on any atypical documents; for example, since the classifier uses the term
frequency / inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) values [9] for words and we
have to calculate them anyway, as a by-product of this we can calculate the average term TF-IDF of every document. Our experiments showed that if the editor
then manually checks outliers (documents having extreme average values), most
of them would be either errors or web spam: automatically generated text to
exploit search engine algorithms by “keyword stacking” or random gibberish to
confuse spam filters (known as “Bayesian poisoning” [10]). These can then be
easily weeded out at a relatively low cost (as compared to having a human check
every document in the directory, as the major directories do).
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The hierarchical classification is not based on one multi-level classifier but
consists of a tree of separate independent classifiers; outputs from each one (in
the form of lists of documents belonging to a category) are inputs for those at the
lower level. Each classifier works with data from its category only; it calculates
static measures (such as TF-IDF) locally. This means, among other things, that
there cannot be global stop-words. Stop-words, and word weight in general, are
context-specific: the usual example are words such as “the” and “and” which
are so common in the English language as to be useless for topical classification. However, their frequent appearance in a text means that the text is (very
probably) in English in the first place, so they would be useful at the first level
of our classification where we separate English-language from “other language”
documents. This applies to a differing extent to all words in all contexts, so we
calculate their weights separately for every context (category). One consequence
of this is that we cannot use standard linguistic pre-processing which relies on
stop-word filtering. On the plus side, the fact that we use a number of classifiers
and databases which are largely independent from each other means that we can
easily create a distributed system to work with web-scale data, with separate
servers for each node in the classification tree.
To develop the classification part of our prototype, we experimented [4] using
labelled data from the Open Directory Project1 . We downloaded a sample of
documents and trained on their original texts and not the ODP descriptions
which tend to be very short, as well as repetitive hence not very distinguishing.
The first issue we faced was lack of sufficient labelling data, which is extremely
sparse. The Open Directory contains an average of only 6.02 documents per
category. From an end-user point of view browsing such categories is impractical,
and from our point of view training a classifier on only 6 instances is impossible.
To address this, we “folded” categories to include all instances from descendant
nodes as well (the same approach was used in other projects [11, 12] based on
the Yahoo! Directory2 , where category fragmentation is even worse).
After some unsuccessful attempts with other methods, we chose Multinomial
Naı̈ve Bayes as our main classification tool because it learns incrementally, classifies fast and generalises well. However, it has serious problems with noisy or
unbalanced data (such as web documents), which was our second problem.
We applied several mitigation measures. The first was TF-IDF term weighting to discount frequent terms, which is standard practice in text classification.
However, as already discussed, we use local values for the IDF part as it is
calculated over a partial document collection (those documents belonging to a
category), so the same word has different IDF values in different parts of the
classification tree. We also applied word count normalisation [13] to compensate
for the varying average length of documents between classes:
n0wd = α × P

w0

1
2

http://www.dmoz.org/
http://dir.yahoo.com/

n
P wd

d∈Dc

nw 0 d

(1)
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where nw0 d are l2 normalised class-specific word counts (number of occurrences of the word w in documents d of the part of the corpus Dc belonging to
class c); we took the smoothing parameter α (vector length measured in the l1
norm) to be equal to 1, as that was shown to work well [13] and we did not want
to introduce a new point of failure by experimenting with it further. This normalisation improved classification success considerably, but results were still not
satisfactory as a whole. The main issue was not so much the overall classification
success rate as its variance between classes: for some categories the classifier was
almost perfect while in some categories it had a success rate of practically zero.
We then decided to apply a policy which proved to be effective for industrial
spam filters [10]: train on error, meaning the classifier trains only on documents
which it misclassified. Obviously, this skews word counts and prior distributions,
since the classifier “sees” only a small part of the document collection (the borderline cases) and ignores most of the typical documents. It is counter-intuitive,
but works in the real-world, which was also confirmed by our experiments.
Apparently, modifying the basis on which word counts and prior distributions are calculated serves to improve the situation dramatically. We then tried
several unsuccessful new variations until we made a breakthrough which actually changed the fundamental workings of the algorithm. We decided to calculate
class prior distributions dynamically: over a sliding window of the last 10 000
errors and not over the whole document collection. This introduces a negative
feedback loop: problematic classes become over-represented in this stochastic
sample (there are disproportionately more errors in them) so their prior probability is adjusted upwards to compensate for the problems (note that we do not
even need to know what the problems are). Of course, a price has to be paid:
increased accuracy in some classes happens at the expense of classes where the
classifier was previously more accurate. Nevertheless, overall accuracy increases
and - more importantly - error variation between classes drops four times as compared to the best results without this approach [4], meaning that the classifier
is now equally reliable for all classes.
Fundamentally, we now have a different type of algorithm. MNB with Stochastic Prior Distribution Adjustment (or MNB-SPDA) as we called it is based on
Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayes but is no longer a static batch-classifying algorithm.
It is dynamic in the sense that it needs to keep classifying (and make some new
errors!) in order to learn, and it has a negative feedback loop which, as we know
from Control Theory, works to keep it in a stable state - in this case, minimising
error variance between classes (note that it does not minimise errors themselves,
just their inter-class variance, so it can never be completely error-free).
This approach leads to some important consequences that have to be noted:

– Unlike MNB and other methods based on it, the algorithm has a learning
stage: we have to keep classifying (and making errors) until it converges to
a stable state. We found experimentally that this happens after four or five
iterations over the whole document corpus.
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– Classification order matters! If we do not randomise iterations properly and,
for example, start classifying with instances of one class only it can easily get
unbalanced and go into wild fluctuations that are difficult to recover from.
– After we have classified the whole document corpus, we re-initialise and keep
classifying in order to stay up-to-date. Essentially, the classifier never stops.
– The classifier works in parallel with the web spider, which keeps updating
the document corpus (adds new documents, deletes documents that were
removed from the web and updates documents that changed), and with the
editors who add documents but may also move them from one category to
another. To avoid potential conflicts, the classifier works not with current
data but with a snapshot of the data as it was when an iteration started.
– Since the classifier keeps re-training, word counts would potentially reach
enormous values. To avoid this, we introduced weight decay applied at the
start of each iteration. This means that a term which has not been encountered for some time will have its weight decreased and will be eventually
deleted. We get two benefits from this: if we move a document from one category to another, the classifier “forgets” the initial classification after some
time (automatic re-learning), and if a document gets removed from the collection altogether the terms associated with it are eventually deleted. This
automatically deals with Bayesian poisoning, because documents containing
it tend to be short-lived (comment spam or spam text injected into hacked
legitimate sites which gets deleted when the site owners discover it).
– Since the method deals automatically with any imbalances, noise and other
problems in the data, there are no heuristics or parameter settings to modify
for its various use cases (which is a major issue for industrial spam filters
[10]). We can apply it at every part of the classification tree without modification.
Having this algorithm, we believe we can build a usable large-scale web directory with relatively low human labour. It has to be stressed though that the
method is not fully automatic as it inherently needs “human guidance” in the
form of manual labelling of some data instances, as well as creating the category structure. Nevertheless, we believe it is much more viable from an economic
point of view than the current dominant model.
2.2

Browsing the Directory

The directory can be browsed as a simple static hierarchical structure similar
to the Open Directory. We have added some document ranking options though
to improve usability. Users can browse documents alphabetically, ordered by
editor’s choice, by typicality (how typical a document is for the category - by its
classifier score) or by relevance (similarity) to the current user query.
The main feature of the system however is its Exploration mode. Users can
start exploring by submitting a query in the form of several keywords, a short
text or a whole document, or they can just start browsing the directory - i.e.,
have an empty query; in both cases, this query can later be expanded.
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The engine returns results in the form of a path through the directory tree,
as well as some document listings. It treats the query as a document, passes it
through the pre-processing filter of the backend classifier and converts it into a
TF-IDF weighted vector (we have TF because words can have more than one
occurrence in the query, and initially we use IDF values for the whole document
corpus). This weighted vector then goes through the many levels of classifiers,
where the IDF parts of term weights are substituted with their local values.
At each level, the most probable category is returned as the answer but other
categories are listed as well, in order of probability (i.e. - how well they fit
the query). They are illustrated by several “most typical examples”: the top N
instances by order of classifier score.
Users can follow the suggested path through the directory and see listings
at different depth levels. The ability to “jump” straight to a low-level category
without having to manually select branches at higher levels significantly assists
users from a usability point of view but also from a cognitive point of view: those
who would otherwise look for dolphins under “Fish” would now learn that they
are “Mammals/Marine” instead. Users can also correct the system by following
an alternative path; or, even if the classifier is correct, they can still click on
alternative links and explore related areas using it as a recommendation feature.
Our prototype is only three levels deep, but in a “real world” implementation
of the system (coupled with a large search engine and having many editors),
users would be provided with a deep path through a large directory tree, seeing
hundreds of nodes to chose from (both “best fit” to their query and suggested
“next best”), enabling true information discovery.
2.3

Searching in the Directory

Keyword search is also available based on the mechanism which orders exploration results by relevance (the same as the backend classifiers).
As all search engines do, we use a “posting list”: an inverted index which
is the reversed version of the document description table - instead of indexing
words contained in a document, it indexes documents that contain a word. In
our implementation though this is not a flat occurrence list with yes or no
values or number of occurrences. Instead, we have a normalised weight for each
word for each document: we record the ratio between the word’s TF-IDF value
for that document and the average TF-IDF of all words in the document (as
with every other use of IDF values in our system, these are local, calculated for
the specific category). On this basis we can compare the relative importance of
words in documents and can say for example: word wi is twice more important
for document Dj than for document Dk in category C. We order candidate
documents by these scores to rank them by relevance to the research query.
As already discussed, a word is common or distinctive in some context only.
The word software for example can provide a good decision boundary when splitting IT-related from other texts, but once we have texts about software only it
stops being distinctive and should already be treated as a stop-word. This is
where the policy of having local weights creates an advantage for users of our
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system: at the top level, they receive search results from the whole document
collection, ordered by global relevance (just as if they search a normal search
engine); when they select a lower-level category though, we perform local search
in it: over a partial document collection and ordered by local relevance. In effect, users are provided with a cascading series of increasingly specialised search
engines allowing focused search in pre-defined contexts. Users can narrow down
their search by selecting from millions of nested contexts with only several clicks.
For technical reasons, we limit the number of search results returned to the
user to 1000 and show 100 per page. For the purpose of optimisation, the full
number of results is calculated the first time the user submits the query and
is then saved as a session variable. If the user clicks on “next page of results”,
they are taken from this variable and not calculated again, achieving faster
visualisation. Limiting the number of search results would normally produce
the effect that some documents become unreachable by search. In our model
however, the user can browse the directory tree into more specific categories
thus a) narrowing the document collection, b) reordering search results due to
the different local ranking, and/or c) conceivably reaching a node with a handful
of entries only, all visible at a glance, where search will not even be needed.
In the form of additional usability enhancements, we also added two features
lacking in modern search engines: the ability of the user to “bookmark” a research
query (together with all its elements: the initial query plus all feedback in the
form of sites marked as relevant/not relevant) and later re-use it, as well as
the ability to add their own bookmarks to a list of search results, whether the
exploration engine considers them relevant or not.
2.4

Query Expansion, Floating Query

The initial user query can be expanded interactively by relevance feedback. In the
result list users can mark documents as either relevant or not relevant; when that
happens, all the (weighted) keywords of the document are added to the query.
This one-click query expansion does not require the user to enter keywords - the
system supplies them instead. Since some of the added documents are positive
(relevant) and others are negative (not relevant) examples, the query becomes a
complex object with a positive and a negative component. To balance its three
parts, we use Rocchio relevance feedback weighting [14]:
Q = αQu + βQp − γQn

(2)

where the resulting query Q consists of the original user query Qu plus the
query vector Qp from documents marked as relevant
minus Qn (non-relevant
P
D
documents). Query vectors are calculated as Q = n , where D are the document vectors and n is their cardinality. α, β and γ are weights signifying how
important each part is. By default α = 1 and β = γ = 0.5, i.e. the original query
is as important as all the feedback, and the positive and negative components
weigh equally. Users can adjust these values on a case-by-case basis though.
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Unlike other query expansion methods (such as the ARCH system [12]), our
query expansion works on the document and not the category level; they use all
terms from all documents in a category while we only add/subtract terms from
user-selected documents. This gives full and explicit control to the user and is
more precise: it provides several orders of magnitude more granularity.
The resulting research query is very different from a standard search engine
query: a) it can be arbitrarily long, and b) it is not a flat list of words but a
weighted array, where weights can be negative. The query is passed through the
hierarchical classifier which takes into account all terms to calculate results. It
has to be noted though that results do not need to contain all or even most
of the terms - they are just those that (probably) best relate to the query. An
empty query would still return results: this will be “the most probable” path
through the hierarchy, which is “the most populated categories at each level” as
probability estimation would in this case be based on prior probabilities only.
Further to being complex, the query also changes as the user moves around
the directory structure. Keywords in the query have an initial weight, which is
then multiplied by the local weight of that keyword in the category which the
user is currently in. Thus, we get a floating query which changes with every click
the user makes, adapting to the current context. An example can be seen in the
table below (values are not realistic but chosen for illustration purposes only).
Original English Equipment Aerospace
and 0.01
0.92
0.00
0.00
repair 0.47
0.69
0.15
0.06
0.03
0.92
0.08
radar 0.23
helicopter 0.20
0.61
0.85
0.98
Table 1. Evolution of the original search query as the user moves through the Englishlanguage category into Equipment and Aerospace subcategories.

Note how the word and is initially distinctive, as it is a useful indicator to distinguish between English and other languages, then becomes a stop-word (practically disappears) as all documents in the category become English-language
only. In the top level of English-language sites, repair is a good discriminator
between Equipment and other sites, but then becomes common within that context and its importance shrinks accordingly. In the Aerospace category, helicopter
becomes important as it distinguishes different types of Aerospace equipment.
2.5

Implementation Issues and Scalability

The system consists of two parts: administration backend and user frontend.
The backend allows editors to create and administrate categories and entries
manually, and also has an automatic part performing the crawling of documents,
placing them into categories and indexing them against keywords. Documents
can be automatically placed into categories in two ways: heuristic (by manually
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added URL patterns) and statistical (best match according to the classifier). A
human can override the automatic categorisation and move the document to a
different category, forcing the classification algorithm to re-train on it.
Indexing of keywords to documents happens on a category by category basis,
by analysing local IDF values. Knowing the IDF for every word in the category
and the term vector for each document, we can calculate the average TF-IDF
value for the document, then normalise against it every term value. We then
compare these across all documents in the category and, for each word, order
documents by their relative weights against this keyword. For database optimisation, we then record only the top 1000 of these and save them as a serialised
array. This is by far the slowest operation and it needs to be optimised before
the system can grow from a “proof-of-concept” to a real-world implementation.
Due to the fact that our system at present works on a single server, the
classification and indexing processes are relatively slow. However, they are done
offline and users are not affected by this. After the classification and indexing
process for a category is finished, its results are exported to a separate database
which then generates the user-visible frontend. Where practical, some values
are then discretised: for example where a document’s fitness to a category is
calculated as a floating point value in the backend, we order these values and
then record their ranking in integer form for the frontend. The same is done for
alphabetic ordering. When users request a category ordered alphabetically or by
typicality, the frontend generates this from a unique index over an integer-value
column of the database table and is extremely fast. With a small loss of precision
(the discretisation error), this approach is also applied to keyword-to-document
index ranking, used for ranking documents by relevance to the query.
A further source of optimisation comes from the fact that every category has
its own document collection and classifier. In an industrial setting (real-world
search engine) this would allow the system to work off a number of loosely connected servers without requiring a clustered database. Each server can generate
one or more categories, with users moving from server to server when navigating
the directory, e.g. category1.directory.com, category2.directory.com etc. would
resolve to different servers and be practically independent. However, there remains a scalability issue with the top-level categories, where the database would
be terabytes in size and therefore further improvements are needed.

3

Conclusion

In this work we presented a Web Exploration Engine as a new informationfinding model. Where current systems try to guess search or user context by
implicit feedback, we use pre-computed contexts from which the user can select
one and then modify it. The model also allows users to expand their research
into related topics, assisting information discovery.
The model has several advantages over the existing search engine and web
directory models:
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– Unlike PageRank [15] and its derivatives, our ranking relies on features of
the document itself and not on external factors. This will render ineffective
most of the arsenal of the search engine optimisation industry: since external factors are irrelevant, “keyword bombing” or “link farming” will become
useless; “keyword stacking” will become counter-productive, as adding more
keywords to a document will dilute the TF-IDF values for all of these keywords and it will not rank high for any of them. Furthermore, any optimisation will work in one category only, since every category has its own IDF
values; thus, a document cannot be search engine optimised for one category without harming its ranking in all the (millions of) others: we make the
bad guy’s work millions of times more complicated. If the model becomes
wide-spread, it may serve as a deterrent to the creation of “digital garbage”.
– Document ranking in search results is category- (context-) specific: the same
document is ranked differently against the same keywords, depending on the
context in which the user is searching.
– The model uses the much more expressive explicit as opposed to implicit
user feedback, allowing better user control.
– The only ranking parameter the system uses (the ratio between α, β and
γ in feedback weighting) is user-adjustable, so the user has full control: we
make no assumptions on his behalf.
– Unlike the dominant search engine model, in our model all documents are
reachable: both by simple browsing and by focused search.
– The dynamic nature of our classifier automatically takes care of changes in
classification (where editors move documents between categories), as well as
Bayesian poisoning and other noise.
– The independent nature of the individual classifiers in our hierarchical classification tree allows a relatively easy implementation of a distributed system.
– Some of the features of our method facilitate more effective human editing
by pointing the editors to the most problematic entries requiring attention.
– Heuristic URL pattern-based classification adds orders of magnitude more
content into categories, used also for training data for automated classification.
– Users control the search process through explicit feedback, allowing them to
better specify what they search for.
– Users can develop a query over a period of time, save it and later re-use or
expand it, enabling long-term research.
– Users can add their own snippets of data to search results, even though the
exploration engine may lack this data or not consider it relevant.
The system relies on a classifier trained over manually labelled examples.
If this proves to be prohibitively expensive in an industrial setting, a future
development could be to allow users to assist the training process by adding a
collaborative filter to the user experience.
We believe that the introduction of our MNB-SPDA classification method
for dynamic data, and our approach to information locating and information
discovery as a whole, make the revival of web directories practical and will allow
them to easily grow into Web Exploration Engines.
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